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d av i d  b aw d e n
‘ i n  t h i s  b o o k - m a k i n g  a g e ’ :  e d wa r d  k e m p  a s 
w r i t e r  a n d  c o m m u n i c at o r  o f  h o rt i c u lt u r a l 
k n o w l e d g e
Edward Kemp, although best known as a park superintendent and a designer of parks and 
gardens, was also an influential and best-selling author. His how to lay out a garden, 
running into several editions, is the best known and most influential of his written works, 
but there were others, notably editions of the hand-book of gardening and parks, gardens 
etc. of london and its suburbs, the first ever such regional survey. Kemp assisted Joseph 
Paxton with the editing of his publications, and was a regular and thoughtful contributor 
to magazines, most notably the gardeners’ chronicle, where his critiques, such as that of 
the then new gardens of Biddulph Grange, Staffordshire, received considerable attention. 
He, along with John Gibson and Edward Milner, was one the protégées of Paxton who 
did so much for the dissemination of horticultural knowledge, as authors, editors and 
compilers, in the midst of the nineteenth-century communications revolution. This paper 
considers Kemp’s role and influence as an innovative writer and disseminator, considering 
the structure, format, content and reception of his published work, his relationship with 
his publishers, and his place in the Victorian information world.
‘what a small world it was becoming’ 
it is a salutary axiom, especially in this book-making age, that no volume should be sent 
before the public without something beyond a private reason for its appearance.1
he talked of what a small world it was becoming: not just because modern transport 
could shrink distances but because scholarship had made almost all languages intelligible, 
and means of communication were revolutionized also. knowledge, above all, was being 
transmitted as never before.2
the Victorian communication revolution, through which edward kemp and his 
contemporaries lived, had a dramatic effect on publications and readers. in essence, this 
revolution involved the application of the technologies of the first industrial revolution 
to the production and dissemination of information in printed documents. physical 
transportation of printed materials was transformed by the use of steam.3 Joseph paxton, 
with his initial use of canals for many of his early deliveries of large plants to chatsworth, 
derbyshire, his ventures in railways and shipbuilding, and his interests in solving the 
traffic problems of london, was heavily involved.4 advances in publishing technology, 
and particularly the application of steam to power printing presses, and new methods for 
mass production of good-quality illustrations integrated with text (as seen in the changes 
between the editions of kemp’s well-received How to Lay Out a Garden) greatly increased 
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the number and quality of books and magazines available.5 the removal of ‘taxes on 
knowledge’, stamp duty and paper duty, also contributed,6 as did the introduction of 
universal postal services from 1840,7 of which John claudius loudon had been an 
advocate.8 a more literate public and workforce was able to take advantage of these 
developments; by 1839, eighty-three per cent of men and seventy-five per cent of women 
were considered literate.9 horticultural and gardening writers and editors benefitted greatly 
from these developments, the prolific pioneer being the man whom kemp described with 
good reason as the ‘indefatigable mr. loudon’.10 the purpose of this paper is to consider 
kemp’s role as a writer, communicator and disseminator of information, and to set his 
work in the contexts both of the spreading of horticultural knowledge in the nineteenth 
century and of the foundation of the modern information society.
the 1850s and 1860s, when kemp was most active as an author, were at the mid-point 
of the communications revolution. mechanized printing had begun four decades earlier 
with frederich koenig’s steam-powered cylinder press of 1812 producing one thousand 
sheets per hour, and then augustus applegath and edward cowper’s type-revolving press 
offering up to eight thousand sheets per hour. many incremental developments followed 
up to the introduction of offset printing in the 1870s, which led to ‘the high-water mark’ 
of british publishing in terms of volume and number of titles.11 
kemp’s main publishers were in the vanguard of these developments. How to Lay 
Out a Garden and his biddulph pamphlet, as well as his Gardener’s Chronicle articles, 
were published by the london firm bradbury & evans, which had also published most of 
paxton’s books and magazines. innovative in terms of printing technology, it was closely 
associated with the scottish publisher william orr, who published the Magazine of 
Botany, in which kemp’s early articles appeared, and also the Hand-book of Gardening. 
orr, in turn, was linked to the edinburgh firm of chambers, which had pioneered the use 
of steam presses and steam transportation in publishing.12 bradbury & evans was ‘one 
of the most efficient printing firms in england, specializing in illustrated magazines with 
20 modern steam presses running 24 hours a day’.13 it also printed the novels of charles 
dickens, and inserted advertisements for the works of paxton and kemp in them.14 
for example, the June issue of bradbury & evans’s 1852 serialization of Bleak House 
had a page of advertisements promoting the first edition of How to Lay Out a Garden 
and the tenth edition of the Hand-book of Gardening, alongside Jane loudon’s Ladies 
Companion to the Flower Garden, ladies bonnets, tea, hair dye and a savoury sauce.15 
we may presume that kemp began his association with bradbury & evans because of 
the company’s involvement with paxton, who was a personal friend of the proprietors, 
and his publications benefitted from their production by a company in the forefront of 
advances in the information environment.
it is also worth noting that the Victorian communications revolution issued in what 
we understand today as an information society. this has been explained by the sociologist 
frank webster as a society in which abstract theoretical knowledge, recorded and 
communicated in document, achieves an importance as the main guide to practical action, 
as opposed to tradition, tacit knowledge and pragmatic ‘rules of thumb’.16 kemp and his 
contemporaries played a major part in establishing horticulture and landscape design on 
this basis and conveyed their ideas to a wide public through the newest technologies for 
communicating useful information. it may not be unreasonable to regard kemp, apart 
from his other accomplishments, as among the pioneers of the information society. 
‘an able and useful man’
kemp’s life, and his work and influence as park superintendent and designer of parks 
and gardens are well covered by other authors.17 he was also, most importantly for this 
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paper, a well-known and very influential writer, regarded as an arbiter of good taste, an 
author of books – most notably How to Lay Out a Garden – and a regular contributor 
to horticultural magazines. indeed, his obituary in the Birkenhead News and Wirral 
General Advertiser in march 1891 noted that ‘his literary ability was of a high order, 
as the eminence of his professional writings attest, and yet withal he was thoroughly 
practical’, before mentioning his work as a designer.18 frank waugh, in his preface for the 
posthumous american edition of How to Lay Out a Garden, considered that the book 
would certainly be ‘his most enduring memorial’.19
kemp was active at a time when an enthusiasm for self-education for gardeners, 
and for the diffusion of practical knowledge generally, was at its height, and when 
social changes were leading to a greatly increased demand for advice and instruction on 
gardening matters. it was, as noted above, a period when the communications revolution 
of the mid-nineteenth century was in full swing, establishing the foundations of our 
modern information society. the way in which kemp took advantage of this nexus of 
opportunity is the focus of this paper.
‘no more without books than without tools’
two particular influences on the environment in which kemp began his career need to 
be considered in order to understand how he developed as a writer and a disseminator 
of horticultural knowledge, and to contextualize his contributions. the first is generic, 
the second more specific. first, kemp began his horticultural career at a time when there 
was a great and growing enthusiasm for spreading horticultural knowledge both for the 
self-improvement of professional gardeners and for the benefit of a greatly expanded 
community of owners of, by the standards of the time, small gardens. paxton and kemp 
had both had limited formal education, but they developed a remarkable fluency for 
writing, and in paxton’s case for public speaking as well. paxton studied botanical books 
avidly, using the libraries at chatsworth and at the horticultural society,20 and passed 
his knowledge on: ‘largely self-taught, paxton always encouraged the young gardeners 
(who included John gibson, edward milner, edward kemp, and george eyles) to study 
and improve themselves’.21
this mindset owed much to loudon, regarded as an inspiration by both paxton and 
kemp, who argued that ‘a gardener can no more acquire his profession without books 
than he can without tools’,22 that all gardeners should read widely and keep a daily 
journal,23 and that a journeyman gardener should have ‘spent his days and nights reading 
books connected to his profession’.24 loudon was also actively involved in initiatives for 
what was termed the ‘diffusion of useful knowledge’ extending far beyond horticulture, 
particularly through the work of the improvement societies and mechanics institutes.25 
gardeners were among the first to be involved, observing loudon’s injunction that all 
young gardeners should read and study. according to george chadwick:
it is significant that early nineteenth century gardening publications all carry numerous 
articles dealing with ‘self-instruction for Young gardeners’, ‘self-improvement’ and the 
like, in which budding horticulturalists are urged to attend to a wide variety of pursuits 
from temperance to literary composition, from botany to studying sir uvedale price.26
paxton himself provided such advice to young gardeners in his Magazine of Botany in 
1839,27 and one of the last articles in his Horticultural Register, assumed to written by 
him, offers advice to young gardeners.28 as well as knowing relevant geology, chemistry, 
meteorology, botany and plant physiology, they should know botanical names, and 
the classification systems of carl linnaeus and antoine-laurent Jussieu. they should 
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read poetry to learn the rules of composition and keep a diary to record the year’s 
observations. certainly, the gardeners at chatsworth were encouraged to keep diaries 
for their own improvement, noting inter alia new plant arrivals, weather fluctuations and 
daily activities.29
to support all this reading, garden libraries were created,30 particularly by the garden 
improvement societies espoused by loudon, and there was also the emerging public 
library system from 1850, although, as caroline ikin points out, most libraries were 
in urban areas, inaccessible to many gardeners.31 loudon’s own library at porchester 
terrace was described by a visitor in 1844 shortly after his death as ‘filled to over-flowing 
with most of the works on horticulture, botany, etc. of the present century’, while he 
also provided a library for his gardeners in a glass-fronted bookcase.32 to provide the 
requisite material, there was also a burgeoning horticultural literature, with the many 
innovations in horticulture and landscape design, as well as a greater variety of plant 
materials available giving the subject a much wider and deeper knowledge base, presented 
in a wider variety of forms of document. these included the following: 
• horticultural books, journals and magazines, aimed at both professionals and 
amateurs.33
• coverage of horticultural news in newspapers and general magazines, an 
example being the extensive coverage in the local and national press of the 
design and opening of the sheffield botanic gardens.34 the Illustrated London 
News was a key periodical for parks news.35
• newspaper gardening columns, the first of which appeared in Lloyd’s Weekly 
Newspaper in 1852.36
• documentation produced by horticultural societies, national and local, amateur, 
professional and learned.37
• a variety of catalogues of plants in gardens, and nurseries’ plant lists and seed 
catalogues.38
• reference works, including flora, dictionaries, classification and taxonomies, 
and particularly driven by the need for information about new plants.39
kemp, therefore, established his career in what was an information-rich environment, 
with a wide range of documents types established or emerging, for professional gardeners 
themselves as well as for garden owners, who both took full advantage of it, and 
contributed to it.
second, and more specifically, kemp was one of the pupils and protégés of paxton, 
in company with his co-workers at chatsworth, in particular edward milner and John 
gibson, but also george eyles and J. c. niven. Jointly, they had a great influence on 
Victorian parks and gardens: ‘dominating Victorian park design, [paxton’s] students, 
milner, gibson, and kemp, became the most successful of the second-generation 
landscape designers of the age.’40 the three have also been generally recognized as the 
leading Victorian park designers after paxton by both scholarly and popular writers.41 
thomas mawson writing a generation later than kemp linked him with paxton, milner, 
robert marnock and edward thomas as those who most advanced garden design in 
their time.42 in the case of kemp, this status was due to his writings as much as to his 
works, if indeed it is sensible to separate the two synergistic aspects. kemp was identified, 
like paxton, as a prolific designer and writer.43 he did not produce any dictionaries, flora 
or monographs on particular genus or species, or edit horticultural magazines, or write 
for and promote newspapers and general magazines, as paxton did.44 though not such 
a prolific and diverse author and editor as paxton, and loudon before him even more 
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so, and andrew Jackson downing in the united states, kemp was, in several ways, 
particularly innovative and influential as a writer and information disseminator, focusing 
on explaining principles, and critiquing examples, of landscape design, both public and 
private.
although all paxton’s protégés had some involvement with the communication 
and transmission of horticultural information, none did so to the same extent as kemp. 
milner did not leave a body of writing, though he passed on his knowledge in a different 
way, partly through his direction of the crystal palace school of gardening.45 his son, 
henry ernest milner, also a landscape gardener, produced the well-regarded Art and 
Practice of Landscape Gardening (1890), six years after his father’s death, and based 
to a great extent on his practice.46 this book, many of whose recommendations seem 
rather kemp-like, was described by brent elliott as presenting a modified version of 
paxton’s heroic vision, with the landscape gardener ‘a counterpart to creative nature, 
transforming the landscape through an understanding of the underlying principle of 
geological change’.47 richard bisgrove, less charitably, regarded it as ‘unexceptional 
and utterly characteristic of its time’.48 the book’s preface makes it plain how much 
the younger milner considered that he followed his father, and paxton before him, 
confirming elliott’s view that the book matches the father’s practice more than the 
son’s. to this extent, the book may be seen as something of a delayed equivalent to 
kemp’s How to Lay Out a Garden. 
gibson had been first drawn to paxton’s attention when he submitted an article to the 
Horticultural Register, which was published in october 1832.49 however, he also wrote 
relatively little, though he actively assisted paxton with several of his publishing ventures. 
the horticultural journals were of particularly significance in the Victorian gardening 
information system, most being edited and written by working gardeners rather than by 
professional authors and editors. as Joan morgan and alison richards point out:
editing and contributing to the journals not only helped gardeners establish their 
credentials and demonstrate their authority but it was also an important way of 
advancing and setting standards in a field that had no formal organization. it must also 
have provided a useful extra income.50
it was often the way, as with gibson, for a young gardener to be noticed; so it was with 
kemp. 
kemp assisted paxton for some years in the 1840s with his publications;51 having 
moved back to london, he acted as a local liaison between paxton and his publishers.52 
a letter of July 1843 from kemp to paxton in the chatsworth archives, accompanying 
the proofs of the august edition of paxton’s Magazine of Botany, notes that kemp 
has advised a contributor ‘to confine his articles to flowering plants, and not to say 
so much about fruits’.53 he was involved with paxton’s gardening publications to the 
extent that he became known as paxton’s amanuensis.54 by 1849, however, kemp was 
contributing articles to the Magazine of Botany on a variety of topics, including the 
planting of ornamental trees and shrubs, designing new plantations and improving old 
ones, and offering hints about hardy annuals.55 in the following year, he was writing in 
the Gardener’s Chronicle, advising on the making of gravel walks,56 and correcting the 
idea that he laid out princes park, liverpool, giving the credit to milner.57 it was at this 
point kemp became established as an author, first through his instructional books, and 
How to Lay Out a Garden in particular, and then through his surveys of gardens in 
london and at biddulph grange, staffordshire. the income from writing may well have 
been an incentive, as his first books appeared at a time when he was receiving no salary 
for his duties as park superintendent due to the financial problems of the late 1840s.58
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‘the eminence of his professional writings’
kemp’s private clients were typically the suburban middle-class: those who lived in ‘places 
which, with the spread of the railways, could easily be reached from some large town’.59 
that this was also his intended audience for his writings is clear from the preface to the 
first edition of How to Lay Out a Garden:
having spent a good deal of time in passing through the suburbs of large towns 
(particularly the metropolis) [i have] been very much impressed with the incongruity and 
dullness observable in the majority of small gardens […] how few there are among the 
middle classes who do not possess a small garden.60
this clear delineation of the intended audience for his writings marks kemp out from 
most of his contemporaries.
kemp’s writings, synergistic with his design practice, spread his style much further. 
although his intended audience was ‘a prosperous part of the suburban market’, his 
writings extended this.61 the style of kemp, and loudon and paxton before him, had 
an ‘impact […] now extending down to the lowest classes’.62 however, kemp was not 
writing for a true mass audience, which had not yet developed. as simon heffer puts it:
before about 1880 most publications, whether books or journals, were by tone and 
content aimed at a social or intellectual elite. a true golden age of the popular press lay 
ahead, starting in the three decades before the great war.63
but even so, the audience for the writings of kemp and his contemporaries was much 
wider than that for the previous generation of gardening writers (figure 1).
figure 1. part of the table of contents 
from edward kemp, Hand-book of 
Gardening, 11th edn (london: bradbury 
& evans, 1855), p. xii (detail)
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kemp’s first major text was bradbury & evans’s long-standing Hand-book of 
Gardening: for the use of all persons who possess a garden of limited extent: he edited 
the tenth (1850) and eleventh (1855) editions.64 this was a work of practical instruction, 
encompassing basic botany and plant physiology, principles of cultivation and crop 
rotation, pests and diseases, detailed instructions for growing a variety of flowers, fruit 
and vegetables, lists of recommended plants, and a garden calendar. the table of contents 
would not look too outdated in a publication of the present day. the audience for this 
book was clearly stated, and much the same as that for How to Lay Out a Garden. the 
introduction to the eleventh edition describes it as ‘not intended for the initiated few, but 
for the inquiring many […] the most respectable classes of amateur gardeners’ (figure 
2).65 kemp’s best-known book appeared at the same time. going into three editions (with 
a fourth posthumous and greatly amended american edition), it was, and is, generally 
known as How to Lay Out a Garden, although the title of the first edition was How to 
Lay Out a Small Garden.
the first three editions were published by bradbury & evans, london.66 a fourth, 
appearing twenty years after kemp’s death with a substantially different title, was 
extensively revised and adapted for north america by frank a. waugh, and published by 
John wiley of new York, which had reprinted earlier editions for the american market.67 
the title changed subtly over the three british editions. the first (1850) edition was titled 
How to Lay Out a Small Garden: intended as a guide to amateurs in choosing, forming, 
or improving a place, from a quarter of an acre to thirty acres in extent, with reference to 
both design and execution. for the second (1858) edition, the restrictions of ‘small’ and 
‘amateurs’ had been dropped from the title, and the ‘estate’ could now be larger: How 
to Lay Out a Garden: intended as a general guide in choosing, forming, or improving 
an estate, from a quarter of an acre to a hundred acres in extent, with reference to both 
figure 2. part of a plant list from 
edward kemp, Hand-book of 
Gardening, 11th edn (london: 
bradbury & evans, 1855), p. 113 
(detail)
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design and execution, and the edition was noted as greatly enlarged, and illustrated with 
numerous plans, sections, and sketches of gardens and garden objects. the third edition 
(1864) retained the same title, adding only that it contained numerous additional plans.
pagination of the three editions increased from two hundred and thirty-four to four 
hundred and three and then to four hundred and twenty-eight, as did the size of the pages 
also, from the small pocket-book-sized first edition. the considerable increase from the 
first to second editions is accounted for by the inclusions of many more illustrations, 
plans and examples of gardens from kemp’s design practice; the smaller increase from 
the second to the third edition is due to extra illustrations and to the provision of a 
detailed index. the third edition was ‘a comprehensive volume of some four hundred 
pages illustrated from forty or so private gardens laid out by kemp himself, mostly in 
the north and west’;68 ‘reptonian designs by his own hand’ (figure 3).69 the price of the 
first edition was relatively modest, being advertised in June 1852 at three shillings and 
sixpence, with the tenth edition of Hand-book of Gardening at two shillings.70 at the 
same time, Jane loudon’s Ladies Companion to the Flower Garden cost seven shillings, 
John lindley’s Elements of Botany twelve shillings, and paxton’s Botanical Directory 
sixteen shillings. for comparison, a new novel cost about one pound, and even when 
subsequently sold in poorer bindings for a mass market, would not have been cheaper 
than kemp’s books (figure 4).71 
in the preface to the first edition of How to Lay Out a Garden, kemp writes that 
he intended to illustrate his writing with woodcuts, but that this would have greatly 
increased the price of the book.72 but the demands for illustration were so great that the 
preface to the second edition notes that engravings of illustrations and plans are included, 
but that has necessitated more text, so that the book is half as long again, and the price 
greatly increased. the third edition had still more woodcuts and accompanying text, as 
they were so well-received. kemp also noted in his first edition that he had considered 
including lists of suitable plants, but refrained from doing so as this would have increased 
the length of the book unduly, and such lists were readily available elsewhere.73 he did 
not change this decision in later editions, although the third edition did offer list of plants 
for some of the illustrated designs (figure 5).
the first two editions of How to Lay Out a Garden had no index, but the third had 
a detailed subject index, running to eighteen pages, which kemp noted in the preface 
as ‘a very comprehensive and carefully prepared alphabetic index [to be] of value in 
facilitating reference to the various topics’.74 provision of such an index was not usual 
in horticultural books of that time, although it was common in magazines such as 
Gardener’s Chronicle: of the three contemporary books discussed below, Joshua major’s 
Theory and Practice of Landscape Gardening had no index, charles smith’s Parks and 
Pleasure Grounds had a rudimentary four-page index, while charles m’intosh’s Book 
figure 3. example of an illustration from 
edward kemp, How to Lay Out a Garden, 3rd 
edn (london: bradbury & evans, 1864), p. 69, 
fig. 19
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of the Garden had a detailed twenty-one-page index. its inclusion in the third edition, 
whether it was kemp or his publisher who decided on it, is an example of the increasingly 
sophisticated documentation practices in kemp’s works. it was appreciated by a reviewer, 
who mentioned the ‘capital index, which is of itself a great recommendation’.75
the structure of the book remained largely unchanged throughout the editions, 
with four distinct sections: preliminary considerations; what to avoid; what to attain; 
and practical directions. the first dealt with matters such as soil, aspect and views. the 
second addressed errors such as attempting too much, superfluous planting, cutting 
down too many trees, too great a mixture of styles, extreme formality and ‘tricks for 
surprising people’. the third was divided into four chapters: general principles, such as 
simplicity and convenience; general objects, such as flower borders, undergrowth and 
walks; particular objects, such as trees and hedgerows; and special departments, such 
as rock-gardens, rose gardens, seaside gardens and suburban gardens. the fourth dealt 
with practical issues such as drainage and planting. for the most part, the changes over 
the editions were largely the addition of extra materials and examples, though his views 
had to an extent changed by the third edition,76 which featured material derived from his 
figure 4. example of a scaled plan; from edward kemp, How to Lay Out a Garden, 3rd edn 
(london: bradbury & evans, 1864), p. 351
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reflections on biddulph grange, and on attaining congruence of disparate parts.
it may be said that How to Lay Out a Garden succeeded loudon’s Suburban 
Gardener and Villa Companion as the most prominent horticultural book of its time, 
in the same way that his mentor paxton’s Gardener’s Chronicle succeeded loudon’s 
Gardener’s Magazine as the most influential periodical and was ‘a highly successful 
book […] perhaps the most representative of all Victorian books on garden design’.77 it 
became an important influence on the high Victorian mixed style, which kemp termed 
the ‘gardenesque’, and which tom turner notes as ‘a variety of features and types of 
gardens, assembled like works of art in a gallery, or books in a library’.78 in a popular 
bbc book, Jane owen and diarmuid gavin write that the Victorian:
eclectic mixture of styles became known as ‘gardenesque’ thanks to edward kemp’s 
book How to lay out a small garden which appeared in 1850. the term had been first 
used by loudon in 1832 to describe a garden in which each plant was singly to display 
its full potential. in kemp’s book, however, the expression was applied to garden layout, 
rather than to the nature of the planting, referring to a mixture of styles without any 
unifying themes, and it was kemp’s use of the word that caught on.79
elliott had suggested previously that kemp simply ignored the earlier popular 
meaning of gardeneque, as loudon had used it, and his usage was adopted by others, 
including m’intosh and shirley hibberd.80 elliott somewhat laments that robert 
thompson’s more precise term ‘free symmetrical’ was not adopted instead, but one has 
to say that kemp’s purloining of a popular term was effective in disseminating his views. 
kemp followed loudon, and repton before him, in recognizing three principal kinds of 
style in landscape gardening: the geometrical, the ‘mixed, middle or irregular style’, and 
the picturesque; he chose the mixed style as most appropriate for the kind of landscapes 
figure 5. part of the index from edward kemp, How to Lay Out a Garden, 3rd edn (london: 
bradbury & evans, 1864), p. 421 (detail)
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he designed and outlined his approach at increasing length in the three editions.81 this 
style ‘spread all over the suburbs of england, perhaps as a results of edward kemp’s 
book getting into the hands of what he called “the multitude”’.82 george plumptre notes 
that popularity of the book confirmed the extent to which gardening was becoming 
increasingly popular among the middle-class.83
kemp believed, and emphasized through the book, that the garden is for ‘comfort and 
convenience and luxury, and use’ and not, as others like smith considered, for education 
and instruction.84 however, he was quick to praise the geological museum within the 
gardens of biddulph grange as ‘at once the most simple and complete lesson in practical 
geology that could be imagined’.85 other unchanging principles throughout the editions 
were: that a garden is a work of art, not an imitation of nature; that although there may 
be principles to be set out, there is no prescription as to how a garden should be; that 
styles should not be mixed within the garden, but there should be a clear demarcation 
between formality near the house, and naturalness further away; that inauthenticity 
should be avoided, such as the use of coloured gravels in a flower garden; and that it is 
best to be modest, rather than attempting too much.
kemp’s book, in its first edition, was one of a number of british publications of the 
1850s that espoused and extended loudon’s ideas:86 indeed, kemp himself identified it 
as a development of some of the ideas in loudon’s writings on suburban gardening.87 in 
the united states, the three editions (1841, 1844, 1849) of andrew Jackson downing’s 
Treatise on the Theory and Practice of Landscape Gardening, Adapted to North America 
played a comparable role.88 reviewing and comparing some of the british texts, elliott 
concluded that ‘of all these writers [of the mid-Victorian period] only edward kemp had 
a decisive influence on gardening style’.89 space does not permit a detailed and systematic 
comparison of these works, but some remarks can be made.
these publications were initiated by an extensive series of articles in the Gardener’s 
Chronicle by John lindley in 1847–48, which developed his influential perspective on 
the history and theory of landscape gardening.90 there followed three roughly equivalent 
and contemporary books. smith, in his Parks and Pleasure Grounds (1852), largely 
developed loudon’s ideas of the gardenesque, though his conception of the public park is 
very close to that of kemp.91 smith, like kemp, advocated the fundamental principle that 
different styles within the garden should not be mixed; in a private garden, there should 
be formality near the house, and a more natural treatment further away. unlike kemp, 
smith wanted to include instruction as well as pleasure in public parks, as was often a 
concern for Victorian designers and theorists, and would have planted an arboretum or 
collection of useful hardy plants for that purpose.92 major’s The Theory and Practice 
of Landscape Gardening (1852) espoused loudon’s modifications of repton, again 
using loudon’s conception of the gardenesque, and paxton’s modifications of loudon.93 
finally, there is m’intosh’s The Book of the Garden (1853) that elliott regards as ‘one of 
the more successful horticultural textbooks’.94 turner identifies kemp and m’intosh as 
the two writers who succeeded loudon as popular authors on garden design.95 we might 
conclude, on the basis of contemporary critiques noted below, that kemp’s writing has 
a particular influence because of its balance of aesthetic and practical considerations, 
and also because of its focus on the needs of one particular audience: owners of, by the 
standards of the time, small gardens. 
‘a safe and useful guide’
for reasons of space, it is not possible to enumerate all the responses to, and comments 
on, How to Lay Out a Garden. nor is it feasible to provide a formal analysis in terms 
of reception theory.96 rather, a sample of responses to the work will be presented, from 
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immediate reception of the first edition to the present day, as an illustration of how response 
varied over time, and was inevitable influenced by conceptions, and misconceptions, of 
kemp’s mid-Victorian context.
the influence was immediate. writing of kemp’s essays on biddulph grange in 1856 
and 1865, elliott remarks that he ‘was by this time the acclaimed author of How to 
Lay Out a Small Garden, and his words had weight’.97 reviewers of each edition were 
enthusiastic. a reviewer of the first edition praised it for being practical, saying how work 
should be done, as well as how effects might be produced, describing it as ‘a well-timed 
and excellent little work’ and ‘a safe and useful guide’.98 the third edition was described 
as ‘indispensable’ and the reviewer doubted if ‘there is [another book] that contains so 
much useful information and practical details […] as are to found in this unpretending 
volume’.99 the book was quickly referred to in other publications, m’intosh quoting it 
extensively and approvingly on rockwork in his 1853 book.100 
in reply to ‘a subscriber’, who asked for advice on books on landscape gardening 
and horticultural chemistry, available relatively cheaply, The Gardener (march 1870) 
responded that kemp’s book, together with How Crops Grow, ‘are likely to suit you, 
although, like most works of this character, they are rather high in price’.101 kemp’s book, 
they said, would cost about fifteen shillings, a considerable increase over the price of 
the, admittedly much smaller, first edition noted above.102 while the impact of the book 
was greatest in britain and the united states, it was noted worldwide: the second and 
third editions of kemp’s book were also widely available in australia and helped kemp’s 
version of the gardenesque to be become established there.103
in a list of thirty-eight ‘good and useful gardening books’ suggested in 1896 as the 
basis for a garden library by frederick william burbidge, the curator of trinity college 
garden in dublin, the third edition of How to Lay Out a Garden appears among 
those recommended as ‘general works of reference’.104 elliott notes that burbidge did 
not suggest milner’s more recent Art and Practice of Landscape Gardening, ‘testimony 
to the value of kemp’s work as practical manual’.105 mawson, in his Art and Craft of 
Garden Making of 1900, wrote that kemp, by his writings and works, did much to 
heal a perceived breach between architects and garden designers, drawing attention to 
this as a main influence of How to Lay Out a Garden, which he described as ‘a most 
excellent book’, and quoting kemp’s opinion that the two professions should always 
work in unity from the start of a commission.106 dean hole, though he dedicated his Our 
Gardens (1901) to william robinson and appeared to espouse a robinsonian approach 
to garden design, nonetheless recommended kemp, along with loudon’s Encyclopaedia 
and paxton’s Botanical Dictionary, as the more useful books of an earlier generation and 
quoted kemp on the need to harmonize the disparate parts of the garden into a whole.107
as with much of Victorian attitudes and culture, kemp’s writings passed into 
something of a shade in later decades, though he was not entirely forgotten. harry 
roberts’s little book on English Gardens, one of an extensive series published during 
the second world war (1939–45) to extol the virtues of all things british, noted kemp 
as the author of ‘another popular handbook’ in the tradition of loudon, showing 
‘the interpretation being given to the term “landscape gardening” by practical men, 
and accepted by an increasing section of the public’.108 indeed, he quoted from kemp 
more fully than from any other author other than loudon, particularly on privacy and 
seclusion, and on the need to avoid of extremes. geoffrey taylor, writing in the early 
1950s, noted kemp’s books simply as giving ‘detailed instructions’ on garden layout, 
exemplifying this by quoting his advice on the pinetum.109
many recent writers on garden history and garden design in the latter part of the 
twentieth century simply ignored kemp. others have not taken his writing very seriously, 
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particularly in his advice for private gardens. laurence fleming and alan gore show this 
particularly strongly: 
he seems to have been a modest man, with excellent intentions, and it is sad to think that 
his gardens, if one is to judge from the plans he offers, must have been unsatisfactory to 
look at in almost every way […] one may wonder what the gardens of edward kemp 
actually looked like. in general, they had a solemnity which can be accepted, on the one 
hand, as seriousness of a very high order, or, on the other hand, as evidence of a total 
lack of humour […] a recipe for total gloom, but it seems to have been acceptable to a 
generation that took mourning very seriously.110
rather remarkably, they suggest that kemp owes nothing to paxton, a strange contrast to 
the more general view that kemp, with milner and gibson, may have adapted paxton’s 
style, but were generally reliant on it as the basis of their practice, and – in kemp’s case 
– his writings.111 however, they make a fairer judgement in saying of kemp that ‘his style 
was so entirely typical of what we now think of as a Victorian garden that it is tempting 
to think of him as its sole source’.112 that we think so must in large part be due to the 
influence of his books.
other, more recent writers, as though at a loss as to how to deal with kemp, have 
chosen to focus on certain, somewhat idiosyncratically chosen, aspects. thus, anthea 
taigel and tom williamson imply that he was somewhat snobbish, taking his criticism of 
‘cockney gardens’ as typical of writers of the period.113 bisgrove, quoting from the second 
edition, suggested that kemp gave only limited practical advice as to how to achieve the 
desired effect, and focuses on his advice on choosing a middle course between attainment 
of originality and avoidance of eccentricity.114 fleming and gore also focus on his advice 
on what to avoid.115 david stuart, though acknowledging that kemp’s was ‘a popular 
work [which] went through many editions and clearly filled a great need’, describes the 
book as ‘deeply unimaginative’, though his only specific criticism of kemp criticizes ‘in a 
very superior way’ the ‘mere cockneyisms’ of some rockeries.116
in recent years, a more balanced approach has emerged, starting with elliott’s 
influential reassessment in his Victorian Gardens (1986), and kemp began to be 
recommended to ‘the multitude’ again.117 ethne clarke used a quotation from kemp, on 
the appropriate use of artistic effects in the vicinity of the house, to introduce her book 
on the making of the hidcote garden.118 elizabeth banks similarly invoked kemp in her 
book on the creation of period-style gardens, particularly in respect of rock gardens, 
and the use of sculpture.119 roy strong in a popular book of designs for small gardens 
reflecting various periods of garden design referred to kemp for his plan of a rose garden 
to exemplify the mid-Victorian period.120 that kemp is coming back into fashion again 
is perhaps a further illustration of elliott’s contention that all novel gardening styles owe 
their origins to the past.121
‘this capricious critic’
kemp contributed notes on the gardens of london to a general london guidebook, 
London and its Vicinity Exhibited in 1851, edited and published by John weale of high 
holborn, london.122 a revised version of an existing guide, produced for visitors to 
the great exhibition, this was one of the first mass-market guides to london.123 these 
notes were expanded to a full publication, The Parks, Gardens etc. of London and its 
Suburbs, described and illustrated for the guidance of strangers, published by weale also 
in 1851.124 kemp’s claim in the preface of ‘no other book of the kind here attempted 
yet being in existence’ suggests that he was the first to present a comprehensive guide to 
the gardens of london, if not of any city. after a general description of the topography 
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and flora of the london region, eighty-one sites are examined: twenty public parks, 
nine public gardens, thirty-one private gardens and twenty-one nurseries. a generous 
definition of london’s suburbs is taken, as sites in bagshot, Virginia water, windsor and 
woking are included. the descriptions are concise, most places getting fewer than two 
pages, although the likes of kew and windsor are given considerably more; there are very 
few illustrations (figure 6). 
kemp’s treatment, generally positive and characteristic of the calm and measured 
style that he was developing, avoided both the obsequiousness and the vitriol found 
in some writing of the period. he liked the finish and neatness of regent’s park and 
marnock’s design of the botanic gardens within it, the trees of greenwich park and 
clapham common, the flowers of temple gardens, and the park scenery of windsor. he 
was at times critical, but reasonably so. he did not like the formal surrounds of the palm 
house at kew and regretted the impoverished appearance of the chelsea physic garden. 
he was most severely critical of Victoria park, where ‘everything about the execution of 
the work has been done in the worst possible manner’, but was confident that the newly 
appointed John gibson would put things right.125 
this pioneering guide was soon followed by others, for example, alexander mckenzie’s 
The Parks, Open Spaces and Thoroughfares of London (1869), which was notable for its 
severe criticism of hyde park, and which was still being quoted decades later.126 alicia 
amherst in London Parks and Gardens (1907) takes up his criticism of Victoria park: 
the first laying out of the park does not seem to have been altogether satisfactory. a 
writer in 1851 criticises it very severely. the roads and paths, he says, were so badly laid 
as to require almost reconstruction. the ‘banks of the lake must be reduced to something 
like shape to resist the wash of the water’ and the modelling of the plantations will be 
figure 6. ‘entrance gates to 
kew gardens’, one of the few 
images in edward kemp, The 
Parks, Gardens etc. of London 
and its Suburbs (london: 
weale, 1851) (detail)
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‘a work of time’. Just then mr. gibson assumed the charge of the park, and even this 
capricious critic seems to have been well satisfied that the had ‘begun in real earnest’ to 
carry out the necessary improvements.127
this is (mis)quoting kemp, and it seems a little hard to call him capricious.
the second of kemp’s influential critiques relates to a specific garden, biddulph 
grange. kemp publicized and critiqued the gardens newly laid out by e. w. cooke for 
the owner, James bateman, in a series of articles with plans and drawings in Gardener’s 
Chronicle in 1856 and 1862.128 subsequently, using a publishing tactic now common 
but then rather innovative, kemp’s publishers produced an abridged version of these 
articles in a twenty-six-page pamphlet.129 his analysis of biddulph, which affected his 
later works, and markedly changed the content and structure of the third edition of 
his book, have been analysed in detail by elliott and related to the restored biddulph 
gardens.130 as well as commenting on many individual elements, kemp was particularly 
impressed by, and devoted much of his writings on, biddulph to the combination of 
parts: the ways in which diverse areas of the multifaceted gardens were linked and 
integrated, and in which a garden and the buildings within it could form a harmonious 
whole. here in particular, kemp is showing an ability to use the hermeneutic circle, 
moving from the general to the specific and back again, an attractive way of conveying 
his ideas to his audience.
‘his most enduring memorial’
kemp seems to have been a considered and thoughtful author. he produced less than 
his inspirer loudon and his mentor paxton, but he carefully crafted his content for 
discrete audiences. specific and practical advice for both professionals and amateurs, 
and for amateurs appeared in the Hand-book; a blend of theory and practice illustrated 
by examples of his own designs in How to Lay Out a Garden; and critiques of designs 
and practices other than his own in the biddulph and london works. he does not deal 
with issues of professional practice as a designer in the books.131 this careful tailoring 
of content to audience in different forms of publication has a rather modern feel and is 
not evident in much gardening literature of the period. how this related to his design 
practice, and how much it was influenced by his relations with his publishers, are 
intriguing questions beyond the scope of this article. kemp was also balanced and 
generous in his writings and did not attack other designers in a way not uncommon in 
books of the time. 
despite the popularity of his works, kemp was certainly not a celebrity figure 
like paxton, nor even as well-known personally as other gardening writers of his time. 
amherst does not name him in quoting his views on Victoria park; he is just ‘a writer’ 
and a ‘capricious critic’. waugh commented how little was known of his life, even just 
two decades after his death.132 no photograph or life-like image of him exists, and none 
is known to have been made; again, a contrast with his contemporaries. if, as waugh 
says, his books are his memorial, we may suspect he would have wished it that way. in 
his synergistic linking of research and practice, and his development of an effective and 
influential style of communication, including some original forms of publication, and 
making best use of the developing technologies of his time, kemp appears a, perhaps 
surprisingly, modern figure. he was, no doubt, fortunate in having paxton as his mentor, 
and through him in having particularly forward-looking publishers. but we may well 
regard kemp in his own right as a significant figure in the dissemination of nineteenth-
century horticultural knowledge, and hence a participant in the development of our 
information society. 
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